We investigate the mass spectra of exotic hadrons known as pentaquarks. We extend a simple phenomenological model based on the Gürsey-Radicati mass formula for hadrons to include both charmed and bottom baryons as well as to be able to predict masses of pentaquark states including both charm and bottom quark-antiquark pairs. In particular, we perform numerical fits of this model, which includes seven free parameters, to masses of 21 baryons. We find that the model can be well fitted to the experimental values of the baryon masses and observe that the predicted value of about 4400 MeV for the mass of the pentaquark Pc (4380) + lies within the experimental range reported by the LHCb experiment. In addition, the predicted value of about 4480 MeV for the mass of the pentaquark Pc (4450) + is close to the experimental value. Finally, in the future, other predicted values for masses of additional pentaquarks could be shown to agree with upcoming experimental results.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The idea of hadrons, which contain more than the minimal quark content (qq or), was proposed by Gell-Mann [1] in 1964. This includes the possibility of hadrons containing five quarks, which were given the name pentaquark by Gignoux et al. [2] and Lipkin [3] in 1987. It was not until 2015 when the two first pentaquark states were conclusively observed by the LHCb collaboration in studying Λ 0 b → J/ψ K − p decays. These two states are denoted P c (4380) + and P c (4450) + . Both of the discovered states have quark content uudcc [4] . Furthermore, in 2019, additional pentaquark states were discovered [5] . The P c (4450) + , formerly reported by LHCb, received further confirmation and is observed to consist of two narrow overlapping peaks, named P c (4440) + and P c (4457) + . Several quantitative models for masses of pentaquarks have been studied in the literature: a selection of these are briefly summarized below. In 2017, a group theoretical classification and prediction for masses of pentaquarks based on the results from LHCb can be found in Ref. [6] , where the masses are predicted from a modified mass formula fitted to masses of baryons. In Refs. [7, 8] , masses and magnetic moments of pentaquarks were obtained in a constituent quark model with a complete classification ofpentaquark states. In Ref. [9] , Karliner and Lipkin proposed a model for pentaquark states to predict their masses, which is based on a model known to reliably deal with bothandinteractions. In Ref. [10] , the mass spectrum of pentaquarks based on the quark model and with emphasis on chiral symmetry was presented. In Ref. [11] , the authors reduced the complications of studying five-quark systems by considering the pentaquark as being a bound state composed of a baryon and a meson, thereafter solving the Lippmann-Schwinger equation for this system to obtain approximate masses for some pentaquark states. In Ref. [12] , the mass spectrum of cc pentaquarks having * pholma@kth.se † tohlsson@kth.se
± for SU(3) f multiplets was explored, whose analysis is based on the two pentaquark states observed in 2015 by LHCb. In Ref. [13] , the authors primarily examined pentaquarks of quark content, which are not presently known to exist, and estimated the masses of the said pentaquarks using the chromomagnetic model. Recently, in Ref. [14] , the masses of ground-state hidden-charm pentaquarks with J P = 3 2 − based on an SU(4) quark model were calculated, which are considerably smaller than the masses of pentaquarks measured by LHCb [4, 5] .
In the present work, we will primarily consider the mass formula presented in Ref. [6] , which predicts the masses of pentaquarks using numerical fits to masses of baryons. We will also make modifications to this formula in order to predict masses of pentaquarks not examined in Ref. [6] . More specifically, we will consider pentaquarks containing cc or bb.
We will study SU(6) sf spin-flavor pentaquark configurations, which can be decomposed as SU(3) f ⊗ SU(2) s . The SU(3) f multiplets are relevant when determining the masses of the pentaquark states. These multiplets will also be part of the baryon data used to perform the numerical fits. We will make use of the Young tableaux technique and let each representation be denoted by [f 1 , . . . , f n ] d , where f i stands for the number of boxes in the ith row of the Young tableau and d is the dimension of the representation. This will follow the classification outlined in Ref. [6] .
This work is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present the simple mass model for hadrons that can predict masses of pentaquarks and describe the numerical fitting procedure used. Then, in Sec. III, we perform five numerical fits of this model and state the results of these fits, including predicted masses of pentaquarks. Finally, in Sec. IV, we summarize our main results and conclude based on our presented results. In this work, we investigate a simple model for hadron mass spectra based on a generalization of the Gürsey-Radicati mass formula [15] , which reads
where S, Y , I, C 2 (SU(3) f ), N c , and N b are the spin, hypercharge, isospin, eigenvalue of the SU(3) f Casimir operator, number of charm quarks and antiquarks, and number of bottom quarks and antiquarks of the hadron H, respectively. In addition, M 0 , A, D, E, G, F c , and F b are free parameters of the model and the parameter ξ is a scale factor related to the number of particles making up the hadron H. It should be noted that Eq. (1) holds for baryons, but not mesons which follow another but similar mass formula [15] . However, we assume Eq. (1) to hold also for pentaquarks (including charm and bottom quarks). Thus, the model has either six (including charmed baryons and pentaquarks) or seven free parameters (including both charmed and bottom baryons and pentaquarks). For baryons, ξ = 1, whereas for pentaquarks, ξ = 5/3, since the number of quarks in a pentaquark is five instead of three as in a baryon. Now, we present our fitting procedure. In order to find the best-fit values of the free parameters, we use a χ 2 test, which gives rise to the goodness of fit, by minimizing the corresponding χ 2 function with respect to the free parameters in Eq. (1). More precisely, for the model with seven free parameters, we minimize the following function
where n is the number of hadrons used, M H denotes the predicted mass of the hadron H by the generalized Gürsey-Radicati mass formula (1), and M exp. H and σ
exp. H
are the experimental value for the mass of the hadron H and its corresponding experimental error, respectively. For the model with six free parameters, we have to remove the dependence on one of the free parameters F c and F b , which can be done by enforcing either F c = 0 or F b = 0 in the minimization of Eq. (2) . Note that Eq. (1) is linear in all free parameters, and therefore, the minimum of Eq. (2) can be found exactly.
To date, there are only three (or four) experimentally known pentaquarks containing cc [16] , and therefore, there is not enough information to determine the free parameters M 0 , A, D, E, G, F c , and F b , using the experimental data of these pentaquarks. Thus, due to the lack of experimental results on pentaquarks, we fit the free parameters to the values of the known baryon mass spectra and assume that the values of the free parameters will be the same for pentaquarks, i.e. the parameters are universal. This is an extended (and more rigorous) procedure to the similar approach presented in Ref. [6] , which did however not include bottom hadrons. In Tab. I, the values of the masses and errors (i.e. the baryon spectra) that we use in our fits are listed. Since the χ 2 function in Eq. (2) weighs the different terms based on their experimental errors, we expect the best-fit values of the free parameters to give an accurate value for the mass of N (940) (i.e. the neutron), which is the baryon that has the lowest experimental error by far (cf. Tab. I).
III. NUMERICAL FITS AND RESULTS
First, we calculate the free parameters using the same data for the baryon masses as in Ref. [6] and compare our results to those presented in that work. Since it is not mentioned in this work the exact method used to obtain the values of these parameters, it is challenging to determine how those values were obtained. Using the values of the free parameters as well as the baryon masses and the corresponding errors presented in Ref. [6] , we obtain χ 2 , which is about ten orders of magnitude smaller than the value presented in Ref. [6] . Therefore, we believe that the values of the six free parameters in Ref. [6] cannot constitute the true minimum of the χ 2 function. In addition, our fit leads to the mass of N (940) to be 939.565 MeV, whereas the fit in Ref. [6] gives 972.45 MeV, which explains why the χ 2 function is so large for that fit.
Next, we define five different fits that we perform in this work, which are the following In Tab. II, we display the results of the minimization of the χ 2 function in Eq. (2) for the five different fits. Basically, the results of Fit I consist of corrected and updated results compared to the earlier results presented in Ref. [6] . We note that Fit I leads to very similar values of the free parameters as in the case of using the data for the baryon spectra given TABLE I. Experimental values and errors for the masses of 21 selected baryons including corresponding quantum numbers for the baryons. All values are taken from Ref. [17] . Note that it has been assumed that the SU(3) f multiplet of a bottom baryon is the same as the one for the corresponding charmed baryon, see review "104. Charmed Baryons" in Ref. [17] fit values of the six parameters M 0 , A, D, E, G, and F c are rather similar to the ones of Fit I, so the effect of including bottom baryons in the fit seems to be mostly encoded in the free parameter F b .
In Fig. 1 , we display the pulls for the 21 fitted baryon masses using the values of the free parameters from Fit V. We observe that the pull for N (940) is negligible. The two baryons Λ 0 and ∆ 0 (1232) have also small pulls, whereas the largest pull comes from Ξ * 0 (1385). In general, it is interesting to note that all Ξ and Ω q baryons have negative pulls, while all Σ baryons and Ω − have positive pulls. Now, we study five different sets of quantum numbers that where q = c, b, i.e.is either a charm-anticharm pair or a bottom-antibottom pair. In fact, all above states with S = 3/2 belong to the SU(3) f octet, which has C 2 (SU(3) f ) = 3 (that is also assumed for the states with S = 5/2). It should, of course, be noted that other sets of quantum numbers for potential pentaquark states could also be studied using Eq. (1).
In Tab. III, we present the predicted mass spectrum of pentaquark states containing charm and bottom quark-antiquark pairs for the five different fits that we have performed, using Eq. (1) with ξ = 5/3 and the best-fit values of the free parameters for each of the fits given in Tab. II. Especially, for Fit V with three significant digits, the predicted mass spectrum is given by 4400 MeV, 4480 MeV, 4570 MeV, 4650 MeV, and 4790 MeV for pentaquarks with cc and 11300 MeV, 11400 MeV, 11500 MeV, 11600 MeV, and 11700 MeV for pentaquarks with bb. In fact, it should be noted that the predicted mass spectra for pentaquarks with cc for Fits I and V exactly coincide using three significant digits (see Tab. III) . Furthermore, our predicted masses of pentaquarks with cc (for all five fits) are all larger than the four ones reported in Tab. VI of Ref. [6] .
It is encouraging to observe that the predicated value of 4400 MeV for the mass of the pentaquark P c (4380) + [uudcc (S = 3/2)] lies within the experimental value of (4380 ± 8 ± 29) MeV reported by the LHCb experiment [4] and listed in the 2018 review of the Particle Data Group [17] . In addition, the predicated value of 4480 MeV for the mass of the pentaquark P c (4450) + [uudcc (S = 5/2)] is in the close vicinity of the experimental value of (4449.8 ± 1.7 ± 2.5) MeV. 
It should be mentioned that the latest results of the LHCb experiment now confirm that the previously reported pentaquark P c (4450)
+ is resolved into two narrow pentaquark states, i.e. P c (4440)
+ and P c (4457) + [5] . In addition, another narrow pentaquark P c (4312)
+ is discovered, which might or might not be the pentaquark P c (4380)
+ , since the analysis is not sensitive to such wide pentaquark states as P c (4380) + .
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated a simple phenomenological model based on an extension of the Gürsey-Radicati mass formula to predict masses of pentaquarks containing charm-anticharm or bottom-antibottom pairs from numerical fits to masses of charmed and/or bottom baryons. We have found that the predicted values for the masses of the pentaquarks P c (4380) + and P c (4450) + are about 4400 MeV and 4480 MeV, respectively. It should be noted that the latest LHCb experimental results suggest that P c (4450) + is resolved into two pentaquarks P c (4440) + and P c (4457) + . Furthermore, our predicted value of 4480 MeV for P c (4450) + (or P c (4440) + and P c (4457) + ) assumed that the eigenvalue of the SU(3) f Casimir operator is equal to 3 (as for P c (4380) + , which belongs to the SU(3) f octet). However, this assumption might be uncertain.
Our model could also be used to predict masses for other potential pentaquark states, given their quantum numbers, for which no experimental data exist today. In addition, using ξ = 4/3 in our model, we could predict masses for hadrons consisting of four quarks, i.e. so-called tetraquarks. In order for our model to be valid for such predictions, the tetraquark states would need to include charm-anticharm or bottomantibottom pairs. 
